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AssrRAcr

Although there was considerable explosive activity in the western end of the Montere.
gian province, most of the basic rocks of the main intrusions were emplaced in a passive
manner. These intrusions form vertical plugJike bodies in which there is usually a
steeply dipping igneous foliation parallel to the contacts. Flat lying sedimentary rock
arourd the intrusions were neither domed up, nor punched up by the magma. Instead,
room for the intrusions was prcrvided by the partial fusion and stoping of the country
rocks, evidence of which can be! lound in the contact zones.

The basic rocks of the Monteregian intrusions were emplaced as plugJike bodies of
convecting magma that brought up tlle necessary heat to contfuiue the partial fusion
and stoping process. Some of the partially fused sedimentary rocks were assimilated by
the basic magtna. However, some may have been transpcrted to depth and later in-
truded to form bodies of oversaturated rocks.

INrnoouctrox

The Monteregian intrusions are distributed along an east-"sest trending

belt that marks the prolongation of the Ottawa graben across the St.

Lawrence lowlands into the Appalachians. Their positions appear to be

controlled by the intersection of this belt with north-northeasterly trending

faul* only some of which cut the Palaezoic rocks of the lowlands, the

remainder being found in the underlying Precambrian rocks which are
exposed along the northern boundary of the lowlands (Fig. l). Two such
faults extrapolated from the shield to the north, one passing through
Mount Royal and the other through Ste. Doroth6g divide the Monteregian
province into three distinct petrographic units (Fig. 1). In the eastem
one calcic plagioclase is the main felsic constituent of the basic rocls,
whereas in the central zone analcite is the only common felsic corsti-
tuent, and in the westem zone melilite is found in most basic rocks.
Differences arc also found in the leucocratic rocks. For example, quartz'
bearing differentiates are found only in the eastern part, and ijolites and
carbonatites occur only in the western zone.

The type of emplacement varies with the rock types along this belt.
West of Mount Royal explosive activity was predominant, with most of
the intrusions forming diatreme breccia pipa and small plugs and dikes
in which a considerable amount of brecciated country rocks occurs. Around
Mount Royal itself there is a profusion of dikes and sills (Bancroft &
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Howard 1923) and several diatreme breccias, the large one at St. Helen's
Island (Osbome & Grimes-Graeme 1936; Clark et aI. 1967) probably
being connected to this intrusion at depth. In the eastem part of the
province there is some explosive activity associated with the intrusion of
syenites, but the basic rocks of the main intrusions appear to have been
emplaced passively by stoping and partial fusion of the intruded country
rocks and it is this as,pect of the Monteregian activity that is to be dis-
cussed here.

GEwrnar Frerunrs

The main intrusions are elliptical or lobate in plan (Fig. 2) and have
vertical contacts. Each intrusion contains its own distinct group of rocks
which in general fall into two groups, the basic ones ranging from perido-
tite to gabbro and the syenitic ones. All show primary layering or foliation
which commonly parallels the contacts and dip vertically or at steep
angles in towards the centen of the intrusions. In a few places shallower
dips occur and gravitative settling appears to have taken place. The steep-
ly dipping foliations are concentric about either a single center, as in the
case of Mount Johnson, or about several centers as in some of the larger
intrusions. The magnetic anomalis over each of the main intrusions in-
dicate no change in the diameters of these bodies with depth, a conclusion
supported by the section through Mount Royal along the railway tunnel
(Clark 1952, p. 106) and a seismic survey of a buried lntrusion in the
Port of Montreal (Huntec Ltd. 1965; Fig.3). These features suggesr
that each of the main intrusions is a pipe-like body extending to consider-
able depth. It is possible that such pipes might extend down almost to
the source areas of the magmas and hence give rise to the independent
nature of the rock types in juxtapoeed intrusions, a feature difficult to
acrount for if there is'a common, near sudace magma chamber from which
several intrusions have been derived.

Cross-layering and ehannelling, such as that described from Mount
Johnson (Philpotts 1968), is found in the basic rocks of all the intrusions
and attests to the active part played by the magma during the formation
of these rocks. In addition, plagioclase laths, hornblende and more rarely
augite crystals commonly impart a steeply plunging lineation to the rocks,
indicating that magmatic flow was either upward as in a volcanic neck,
or downward along the walls as in a convection cell. The imbrication of
feldspar laths within the vertical layen of Mount Johnson indicates that
in this casg at least, the magma moved down along the walls of the
magma chamber (Philpotts 1968 p. 1134). Evidencq to be presented
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Frc. 2. Relative shapes and sizes of the main Monteregian intrusions. Data from
Poulict, 1969.
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Frc. 3. Hydrosonde survey of the Pon o{ Montreal showing a probable near
swface Monteregian intrusion beneath the Utica shale. Suwey by Huntec Ltd.,
Montreal, 1965.

below, from the contact zones of the other intrusions indicates that this
type of magmatic movement was operative in each of the intrusions.

Mounts Royal, Bruno, St. Hilaire, Rougemont and Johnson all mcur
within the St. Lawrence lowlands, where as Yamaska, Shefford and Brome
are within the Appalachians. The folded rocls surrounding thse last
three intrusions do not provide simple reference structures with which to
study the effects of intrusion on the country rocks. However, the regional
north-northeasterly trending fold axes are not disturbed by the intrusions

50
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and those rocks that strike into these bodies are truncated abruptly by

the igneous rocks. The lowlands in contrast are underlain by flatJying

lower Palaeozoic sedimentary rocks which provide excellent datum planes

with which to study the effects of intrusion.

All of the intrusions within the lowlands' except Mount Royal, are

found in contact with the Lorraine siltstones and shales. Mount Royal

intrudes the Trenton limestone and in a few plaees is in contact with

the overlying Utica shale. The flat-lying rocls around each of the intru-

sions indicate that there has been no upward doming during intrusion,

nor has there been any column of rock punched upward to make room

for the igneous rocks. This can be clearly demonstrated in the case of two

newly discovered intrusions one of which is only partially exposed at the

present level of erosion and the other is still buried beneath the Port of

Montreal.

The Iberville intrusion, which is known mainly through its magnetic

anomaly, is located 2.5 miles west of Mount Johnson, an intrusion to

which it is probably very similar in size (Kumarapeli et aI. 1968). Very

few igneous rocks are exposed and the intrusion is almost entirely capped

with Lorraine siltstones which are stratigraphically in their correct position

and have not been pushed up by the intrusion.

In the course of a hydrosonde survey of the Port of Montreal in 1965

Huntec Ltd. discovered a body of rock which is intrusive into the Utica

shale and come within 500 feet of the present surface (Fig. 5). Although

there is no dirrct evidencg it would appear that this is a buried Mon-

teregian intrusion. The hydrosonde profile of this intrusion and the over-

lying flat shales indicates the lack of any upward deformation caused

by the intrusion. The geological map of this area (Clark 1952) also

indicates no disturbance of the rocks overlying this body.

Cor.lr.lcrs

The general features of the intrusions suggest tlrat magmatic stoping

must have been one of the main mehanisms of emplacement. Around

Mounts Brunq St. Hilaire, Rougemont and Brome excellent exposures of

the contacts between the basic rocks and the surrounding country rocla

reveal extensive zones of rheomorphic breccia cornposed of fragments of

refractory sedimentary rock in a matrix formed from the melting of less

refractory beds. The development of these breccias can best be described

by following the sequence of change encountered in the hornfels as the

contacts with the igneous rocks are approached.
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Exposures in the lowlands are not abundant, but in the outer parts
of the metamorphic aureoles of Mounts Bruno, St. Hilairg Rougemonr
and Johnson, homfels formed from flat-lying siltstones and shales are
exposed. These are now composed largely ol quartz, biotite and oligoclase,
although cordierite is present in the more shaly layers. These rocks are
aphanitic except in some thin cross-bedded units of slightly coarser silty
material composed almost entirely of quartz. At a distance from the con-
tacts that varies from a maximum of 400 feet at Rougemont down to
75 feet at Mount Johnson, the hornfels begin to dip in towdrds the
intrusions, the angle of dip increasing as the contacts are approacfred and
becoming vertical at the contacts (Fig.  ). Within these zons of inward
dips the grain size of the homfels increases to a maximum of approximately
one mm at the contact. During intrusion the rocks within thse zones
became more plastic with the rault that quartz-rich beds tended to
boudinage with the more heterogeneous material flowing around them.
Close to the contacts the amount o, flow was sufficiently great to produce
breccias with fragments of tlle quartz-ich layers completely surrounded
by a matrix of quartz, oligoclase and biotite (Fig. 5).

The increase in plasticity of the rocks towards the contacts was due
to partial fusion of the more heterogeneous layers. The typical hornfels
in the outer parts of the metamorphic aureole consists of a polygonal
aggregate of quartz and oligoclase with interspersed flakes of biotite. How-
ever, where the rocks fimt show signs of having flowed, the quartz is
transformed into euhedral, doubly terminated p quartz grains (Fig. i0),
and the plagioclase into laths exhibiting albite and carlsbad twins. Quartz
grains in the outer part of the metamorphic aureole are free from inclu-
sions, but in the zone of flowage they have cores that are commonly
crowded with minute lath-like inclusions of plagioclase showing both
carlsbad and albite twins. These features indicate that there must have
been some magmatic recrystallization in these rocks.

As the contacts are approached the degree of melting increases until
the rocks lose all signs of coherent bedding and become breccias composed
of fragments of refractory sedimentary rock set in a matrix of rheomorphic
material formed from the partial melting of the heterogeneous layers of
sediment (Fig. 6 and 7). These zones of breccia vary considerably in width
from i50 feet down to a few feet, but have been found to mark the
contacts of the basic igneous rocks on Mounts Royal, Brunq St. Hilaire,
Rougemont and Brome. The contact at Mount Johnson is not exposed, but
the zone of inward dipping homfels is present. Whether rheomorphic
breccia zones occur on Mounts Yamaska and Shefford is not known to the
author.
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The southern contact of the Brome intrusion is slightly different from
those in the lowlands. The southem part of the intruiion is composed of
layered gabbros that dip at relatively shallow angles in towards the center
of the intrusion. The contact, however, is vertical and cuts across the
strike 

_of a variety of verrically dipping impure quartzites, phyllites and
slate. It is not possible to say whether these countryo"li, h"uu b""r,
folded downward on approaching the contact as around. the intrusions
in the lowlands. However, they do exhibit partial melting, and an
extensive zone of rheomorphic breccia marks the contact. The breccia
contains fragments of pure quara, veins and spotted hornfels containing
cordierite, corundum, spinel and sanidine formed from the slate. These
refractory xenolitlx are set in a granitic matrix formed from the melting
oj the impure quartzite beds. The boundary of the hornfels with this
rheomorphic breccia is quite irregular and clearly illustrates the refractory
nature of the more aluminous beds (Fig. g).

The matrices of the breccias change from quartzo-feldspathic com-
positions close to the hornfels to gabbroic ones on the inside oi the breccia
zones. In addition to the sedimentary xenolitlx, the breccias contain a
variety of igneous fragments that become more abundant towards the
inside of the zones (Figs. 7 and g). These igneous fragments, although
always of more basic compositioru than the matrix in which they occur,
are composed of rocks that show clear signs of having been contaminated.
by the intruded sediments, and in fact, rnany are fragtents of pre-existing
breccias in which fragments of still more basic rocks are found (Fig. g).
Rock_types exactly similar to those forming the igneous fragments can be
found as matrix material towards the inner parts of the breccia zones,
making it reasonable to conclude that a continuing process of partial
fusion of the hornfels and incolporation of earlier r",.J rryrrid rocks
has led to the development of the breccias.

- - 
Th: variety of meiamogrhic grades preserved in the sedimentary xeno-

liths also indicate a coruplex origin for the breccias. Although biotite and
qaartz are stable in rnany of the xenoliths, olhers in close proximity ,1o
ft$T--"t^:""J"tl the higher temperarure assemblage of hypersthene arrd
sarlidine. similarly, the spotted hornfels xenoliths containing corunduryr,
mullite, cordieritg spinel and sanidine in the breccias 

"t 
Ih. southern

contact of the Brome 
-intrusion indicate previous high temperatures far

in excess of those indicated by the surround.ing -"tri* assemblage of
quartz, biotite and alkali-feldspar.

Jhep -are no shaqp contacts between the breccias and the main igneous
rocla of the intrusions. Instead, the matrix grades into whatever type of
basic igneous rock is present in the intrusion and the fragments become



Frc. 8. The light colowed rock is the rheomorphic breccia from the southem mntact

of the Brome inti'sion The dark colo'red rock is the impure quartzte !tt:t forms the

t o."ful, along the southern side of this intnrsion- Note how thiq highly aluminous

beds in the homfels protrude into the breccia.- - 
ro s. Rounded iragment of ignmus roc1. containing abuadant augite phenocrysts

from the rheomorphic lreccia ,ori on Mount Bnrno. The rheomorphic homfels also

;";;;t"r1;;gtr*dof quartzite beds. Note that the igneous fragment also contains frag-

ments of peridotite.
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Frc. 10. Matrix of the
outer part of rheomor-
phic breccia zone from
Mount Bnrno. It consists
of high temperature
quartz (white) highly
zoned plagioclase and bi-
otite. Crossed nicsls X
JJ.

Frc. 11. Euhedral oli-
vine phenocrysts lrom
the quartz-bearing matrix
of the rheomorphic brec-
cia on Mount Bruno.
The olivirle is surround-
ed by a layer of mag-
netite which in turn is
surround$ by .a clear
zorre of orthopyroxene
and then finally rimmed
by biotite. Plain light
x 15.

Frc. 12. Euhedral au-
gite crystal partially re-
placed by intergrowth of
orthopyroxeng biotite
and quartz in the rnatrix
of trhe rheomorphic bre-
cia of Mount Bruno.
Plain light X 15.

h;%r
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fewer and less well defined until they are no longer visible. On the

inside of the breccia zones there is, in most cases, a gabbro which is quite

distinct from other typical alkaline gabbros and essexites found in the

core of the intrusions. This gabbro iharacteristically contains quartz,

which close to the breccias commonly forms interstitial granophyric patchc.

In addition, biotite is the main ferromagnesian mineral and commonly

forms large (up to I cm) criss-crossing plate. Olivine if present, is

invariably rimmed with hypenthene which, in turn, is commonly rimmed

with biotite (Fig. 1l). Large augite crystals which are the main ferro-

magncian constituentt of all the primary basic rocks of the Monteregian

intrusions, are accompdnied or replaced by hornblende and in some cases

replaced by biotite and hypersthene (Fig. 12).ln those places where biotite

is not abundan! hypersthene is a common constituent of the groundmass

of these gabbros. The amount of quartz in the gabbro decreases towards

the cores of the intrusions as does the amount of biotite and hypenthene,

until the rock passes into the uncontaminated basic rocks of the intrusions.

Thse relationships leave no doubt to their having been considerable

assimilation of country rocks by the primary basic magmas. With present

data it is not possible to say what percentage of the rocls on each hill

has been affected by contamination, but in the case of Rougemont where

the efiect of assimilation of Lorraine siltstones by peridotite is easily de-

tected, it is apparent that at least 10 percent of this intrusion has been

affected.

CnnusrnY oF BREccIA Merilcss

In Table 1, analyses are given of the matrices of rheomorp\ic breccias

from Brome Mountain, Rougemont and Mount Bruno. These, ih general,

reflect the equilibrium of the rheomorphic magmas with quarti-rich and

aluminous-rich xenoliths. All contain normative corundum and most con-

tain abundant norrnative quartz. Compositionally, all of the rocks.are quite

removed from the low temperature region of the system gflartz-albite-

orthoclase, indicating that the breccia zones rose well above the minimum

melting temperatures. More granitic melts may have existed in.the outer-

most parts of the breccia zones, but it is physically difficult to separate

this material from the refractory hornfels for chemical analysis.

The matrix of the breccia from the southern contact oI the Brome

intrusion (Table l, No. 1) is somewhat similar to that from the east

contact of Mount Bruno (Table 1, No. 6), both being composed of quartz,

microperthitic alkali feldspar and biotite. Both contain abundant normative

corundurn which is due to the presence of sericite as disseminated flaks
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in the cores of some feldspar grains and as small clots that probably

result from the hydration of corundum. In the case of the Brome rocls,

similar clots are seen to have developed around corundum grains at the

margins of slate xenoliths.
Samples 2 ta 5 in Table I are from the matrix of the breccia zone

,ooorrrrdirrg Rougemont. They show a considerable range of composition

clue to difierent d"gru* of mixing of primary magma with rheomorphic

magma. All contain plagioclase which ate zoned from cores as calcic as

labiadorite to margins of oligoclase. Biotite and quartz are the only other

main constituents of these rocks. It is interesting to note the very reduced

state of the iron in these rocks and those from Brome and Mount Bruno.

This feature is most likely inherited from the original sedimentary rocks,

rather than having been induced by the proximity of large bodies of basic

magma, for most of ihe pimary igneous rocls show higher oxidation

states than those found in the rheomorphic breccias.

Tasrr 1. Marnrcss or RssOMoRPHrc BnscoAs FRoM THE Colwacrs on (1) Bnoue'
(2-5) Roucsl"loNT AND (6) Mouw'r Bnulo

sio"
TiOz
Al,o.
FezO:
FeO
MnO
Mso
CaO
NarO
KrO
Hr6+
Total

I
68.40
0.90

17.08
0.41
3.76
0.04
1.65
0.59
ln
5.66
1.30

100.99

I
33.69
7.90

33.45
I0.15
2.93

4. l l

U.JY

1.71

1.30
100.99

2
56.92
1.75

IO.J5

0.78
6.80
0.17
2.86
ZLJ6

5.Lt)

225
I .  ' J

97.4

2
1228
0.75

13.30
25.80
2272

7.12
926

1.13
3.33

97.34

63.82
1.28

1410
0.07
b.5 (

0.14
3.02
3.02
1.80
3.01
1.82

98.65

J

26.24
2.39

17.79
15.23
14.98

7.52
10.15

4

70.79
n 7 0

14.50
1.17
2.08
0.08
u. (c
1.36
4.43
286
0.68

99.49

4
n28
1..64

16.90
37.8
6.75

5.08 9.64
5.32 7 29

0.26 1.73
3.r4 1.41

1.87
1.70

1.70
1.50

0.68
99.49

0.10
2.44

O

or
ab

en
Is

MT
I I

HzO*
Total

CIPW Nonms

5 0

71.10 60.?5
1.65 0.74

1236 19.N
0.18 1.19
434 5.06
0.t2 0.11
2.04 3.87
1.79 1J0
r.43 1.39
2.52 s.r2
1.68 1.40

99.71 100.62

5 t l

43.U n34
4.52 8.37

14.89 3026
r2.r0 11.76
8.88 8.43

1.68 1.40
99.71 100.62

r.82
98.65
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CortclusroNs

The general shape and internal structures of each of the main Mon-
teregian intrusions indicate that each was formed from a vertical pluglike
body of magma in which there was considerable magmatic flow. The
warping of the hornfels, the direction of flow in the zones of breccia sur-
rounding the intrusions and the imbrication of feldspar laths in some
layered rocls indicate that magma flowed down the walls of the intrusions
as in a convecting cell and not upward as in a volcanic vent. partial
fusion of the intruded country rocks took place and the rheomorphic magma
and its fragments of refractory rock were transported downward. The
partial fusion of the country rocks also lead to a certain amount of con-
tamination of the primary ignmus rocks.

These features can be explained in two ways depending on whether
the zones of rheomorphic breccia are interpreted as having been rather
static phenomenon around each intrusion or were active zones that played
an important role in the intrusive process. It is possible that the zones
of breccia were developed around intrusive bodies ihat were emplaced
rapidly by some forceful mechanism. The downward movement of the
magma at the margins of these bodies as recorded in the attitude of the
hornfels and flow structures in the breccia, could in this casq simply
reflect some late stage collapse of the magma columns. on the otier
hand, the zones of breccia can be interpreted as preserving in their flow
structures, evidence of the fusion and stoping mechanism by which con-
vecting bodies of magma were able to penetrate to a high level in the
earth's crust. Fresh magma would have convected upward in the cores
of the intrusions bringing with it the necasary heat to partially fuse the
intruded rocks. In doing this the magma would have been cooled with
the result that it would have convected down the walls of the magma
chambers, carrying with it the partially fused country rocrs and hence
makix,rg room for more magma to rise in the centers.

The lack of any bowing up or pushing aside of the intruded sedi-
mentary rocls makes any mechanism of intrusion other than stoping very
difficult to accept for the basic rocks of the main Monteregian intmsions.
The presencq in the zones of rheomorphic breccia, of fragments of earlier
breccia indicate that these zones have had a prolonged history and are
not the product of a single disruption. The large amount of coniamination
of the primary igneous rocks also points to a rather prolonged process
of intrusion.

It is concluded therefore that the main Monteregian intrusions were
emplaced as columns of convecting magma which partially fused. and
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sbped their way up to their prsent level in the earth's crust' fu long

as the magmas continued convecting to some considerable depth, heat

was brouglit to the top of the chambers and caused further melting which

in tum allowed for intrusion to higher and higher levels, as long as the

total magma column remained buoyant with respect to-the total thickness

of intruded rocls. Intrusion would have ceased when the magma column

reached a height where there was neutral buoyancy, or when convection

stopped or failled to penetrate to a depth great enough to bring up suffi-

cient heat to continue the fusion process. with such a process of intrusion

it is possible that a vertical pipe-like magma chamber is the resulting

equilibrium form.' 
The basic rocks ol the Monteregian province which, in large part,

were derived from the mantle (Faure & Hurley 1963), nov/ occupy

positions that were previously occupied by crustal rocls. If partial fusion

and stoping have been responsible for the intrusion of these bodies, con-

siderabll quantities of hybrid rocks might be excepted to result from this

crust-mantle interchange.
Some of the partially melted country rocks were clearly assimilated

by the downward convecting pimary.magma to produce rocks with such

mirrural, as hyperstherru 
"ttd 

quartz which are foreign to normal under-

saturated alkaiine rocls. This material on being transported to depth may

have been intruded at a later date to form bodies as the quartz-norite

found in the northeastern part of the Mount Bruno intrusion. It is possible

that a large part of the fused country rocks did not mix with the basic

magmas and was transported to depth from where it may have given rise

to later intrusions of oversaturated leucocratic rocks such as those on

Sheflord and Brome. However, in this connection it is important to con-

sider the rubidium-strontium studies done on these rocks by Faure &

Hurley (1963). They showed that a variety of Monteregian rocls in-

cluding essexitg yamaskite, tinguaite and nordmarkite were derived from

a cotnmon source with an initial Sr 8?/Sr 86 ratio similar to that of basalt

and that there had been no appreciable contamination with strontium

from crustal rocls. None of the obviously contaminated rocls were in-

cluded in this study and further work will be necessary to evaluate the

magnitude of the effect of contamination on the strontium isotopes in

these rocls.
Bvidence of contamination is abundant in the outer parts of each

intrusion and it is possible that further isotopic studies will reveal other

rocls that have assimilated smaller amounts of crustal material. The

amount of contamination rsulting from the proposed mechanism of in-

trusion would be expected to show a correlation with the thickness of
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crust intruded. If the boundary between the precambrian and paleozoic
rocks is used as a datum plane for indicating the relative thickness of
crust throughout the Monteregian provincg it can be concluded that the
plutons in the east have penetrated a greater thickness than those in the
wst. This difference might explain the general increase in the size of
the plutons and the increase in the silica content of the rocks in going
from wst to east in the province.
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